Shear horizontal (SH) ultrasound guided waves are being used in an increasing number of non-destructive testing (NDT) applications. One advantage SH waves have over some wave types, is their ability to propagate around curved surfaces with little energy loss; to understand the geometries around which they could propagate, the wave reflection must be quantified. A 0.83 mm thick aluminium sheet was placed in a bending machine, and a shallow bend was introduced. Periodically-poled magnet (PPM) electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs), for emission and reception of SH waves, were placed on the same side of the bend, so that reflected waves were received. Additional bending of the sheet demonstrated a clear relationship between bend angles and the reflected signal. Models suggest that the reflection is a linear superposition of the reflections from each bend segment, such that sharp turns lead to a larger peak-to-peak amplitude, in part due to increased phase coherence.
Introduction
Shear horizontal (SH) ultrasound waves are polarised in-plane, with respect to a reference interface (typically a sample surface), and are a form of guided wave, although they can be treated as bulk waves under certain conditions, such as over short propagation distances. There are multiple symmetric and anti-symmetric SH wave modes; the phase and group speeds are dependent on frequency, sample thickness, and the bulk shear wave speed [1, 2] . This work uses only the lowest order SH mode, SH0 (and generation frequencies are chosen to predominantly generate this mode), which is a symmetric dispersionless mode, and has a speed equal to the bulk shear wave speed in the medium.
SH guided wave ultrasound has been found to travel around tightly curved sections of a propagation medium with only negligible reflection, allowing for inspections to be undertaken, despite such bends between the emitting and receiving EMATs and the section being tested. This work models and experimentally measures the reflection of an SH guided wave upon encountering a curved section of a sample, and has implications not only for inspections on otherwise flat samples, but also for inspections on vessels and pipes, particularly at bends in pipes and at the ends of vessels.
Shear horizontal ultrasound in non-destructive testing
SH waves have several properties that are of benefit to nondestructive testing (NDT). For example, a shear wave with polarisation parallel to a boundary is reflected without mode conversion (independent of the incident angle), and the amplitude does not change (there is a p phase shift) [1, 3, 4] . If SH waves are polarised parallel to the direction of an austenitic weld, they will propagate through with less reflection, beam steering, and attenuation, in comparison to (for example) shear vertical (SV) and compression waves, and they will not mode-convert upon interaction with a defect in the weld that extends parallel to the welding direction [5, 6] . This leads to an increase in sensitivity to defects, and hence SH waves are ideal for the development of ultrasonic inspection systems for welds [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . More complicated than inspecting austenitic welds, is the inspection of dissimilar metal welds, not only due to the anisotropic grain structure, but also due to the change in acoustic impedance between the two metals, and SH waves have also been used successfully for that purpose [7] .
Thickness steps are often encountered in NDT inspections. Welds (such as a butt joint) can have a thickness step, which make the use of the dispersionless lowest SH mode (SH0) favourable, as it can transfer between the plates without significant reflection at the step [9] . However, different mode conversion behaviour, and changes in the reflection and transmission of the waves, is observed depending on whether the thickness change is gradual or sudden, and the extent of the thickness change. For example, SH0 will convert into SH1, if a region of more than twice the thickness is suddenly encountered by the wave, and this process is reversed for a thickness change the other way (SH1 to SH0). However, there is no conversion (and less reflection) for a smooth transition to a different thickness for SH0, and SH1 will reflect completely at the cut-off thickness, rather than mode convert [11] . In addition, SH guided waves have been used to accurately measure sample thickness to better than 1% accuracy for sheets of at least 1.5 mm thickness, without any calibration for material properties [12] .
Guided waves can be used for defect detection in pipes, and SH vibration in the circumferential direction can be used to receive torsional and flexural ultrasound wave modes in a pipe [13, 14] . Pipe inspection can be performed using SH waves without using them to form a specific pipe wave mode, and this has been demonstrated at inspection distances of up to 20 m [10] .
Shear horizontal ultrasound propagation in curved sections
SH guided wave propagation (including the dispersion curves), is most simple to solve for an isotropic plate (with a constant thickness), of infinite extent in the direction of the wave oscillation. Such a solution is commonly presented in the literature, including the important results of a non-dispersive SH0 mode and cut-off frequency-thickness values for the other modes [1, 2] . When travelling around a corner, the waves can still be considered as SH guided waves, since the oscillation is still perpendicular to the propagation direction ( Fig. 1 is an example of SH guided wave propagation around a corner), but they are not identical to SH guided waves in a flat plate. There are solutions for SH guided wave propagation under other conditions, and an important one in this case is for SH guided waves propagating circumferentially in a linearly elastic isotropic hollow cylinder. The relevance to this work is that a plate with a curve that has a constant radius of curvature and thickness, with the oscillation perpendicular to the curvature and the plate of large extent in that direction, could be approximated as an isotropic hollow cylinder over the curved region.
Some important results for SH guided waves propagating circumferentially in a linearly elastic isotropic hollow cylinder, that differ from the flat plate case, are that the lowest order mode is no longer non-dispersive, nor is it the fastest mode in energy propagation at high frequencies, and each higher-order mode has a maximum group speed at a finite frequency-thickness [15] . The phase speed curves are qualitatively very similar between the two cases, and for both, as the frequency-thickness tends to infinity, the phase and group speeds of all the modes approach the shear wave speed. If the thickness is kept constant, but the radius of curvature increased (so that the inner radius and outer radius become increasingly similar), the propagation characteristics become more similar to the flat plate case of the same frequency-thickness, until they are identical for the infinite radius of curvature case [15] .
Of course, a bend in a flat plate is not identical to a linearly elastic isotropic hollow cylinder. In addition to the presence of the change between the flat plate case and the constant radius of curvature case, there are experimental differences. For example, the plate was originally flat; cold working used to introduce the curve will change the dislocation structure and the microstructure more generally, and hence introduce a change in the material properties between the curved and flat sections of the plate; a change in the wall thickness of that region could also be expected. In addition, unlike with an isotropic cylinder, a constant radius of curvature cannot be guaranteed for a plate that has been cold worked using a manually operated bending machine, and when taking the measurements, the shear wave emitted and received may not propagate exactly circumferentially around the curve. Despite these concerns, it is still possible to consider the waves within the curved region as SH guided waves, albeit with different properties from those in the flat section of the plate.
Shear horizontal ultrasound emission and reception
SH waves are usually generated using electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs), for which the mode of operation is extensively documented in the literature [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Advantages include avoiding the use of couplant, and operating on curved surfaces without being profile matched (although matching them can improve signal levels). The design of SH wave EMATs varies, but for this work, SH guided waves were emitted and received effectively using a periodic-permanent-magnet (PPM) EMAT [24] [25] [26] , as depicted in Fig. 2 . The EMATs have a series of permanent magnets providing a static magnetic field, arranged such that the north and south (N/S) poles alternate periodically. A coil of wire runs parallel to the direction of the periodicity of the magnets, which will create eddy currents in the sample, that lead to a Lorentz force parallel to the surface and perpendicular to the direction of the wire [24, 27] . Ideally, this should only generate SH guided waves in a plate [24] , although deviations from the ideal case, at the edges of the EMAT, mean that other wave modes (such as Rayleigh-Lamb wave modes) are also generated. Due to the closely spaced elements of the magnet array used in the construction of these EMATs, they need to be relatively close to the surface of the sample, to ensure that the forces generated in the sample surface have a strong, periodic variation, that mirrors the periodic variation of the transducer array. An SH guided wave is emitted in the direction of the periodic variation, with a fundamental wavelength that is equal to the spatial repetition of the N/S magnet pairs. PPM EMATs are used experimentally to conduct this study, and have been approximated in simulations as a series of impulses with alternating polarisations in the direction parallel to the sample surface and perpendicular to the direction of propagation. In both cases, SH guided waves are efficiently emitted using this method. Experimentally, the SH guided waves are received using a PPM EMAT, whereas within simulations, a point-receiver is used.
Simulating shear horizontal wave propagation on curved sections
Simulations using the finite element method (FEM) software PZFlex, allow the reflection from curved sections of a sample to be investigated under ideal conditions. The simulation was carried out in two dimensions, with the third dimension the only one in which the SH guided wave can oscillate. The simulated measurement of the waveform will not be dependent on distance from the curved sections, since a guided wave cannot spread out geometrically in two dimensions, and the simulated sample has no damping.
The sample was simulated as being an isotropic, homogeneous, aluminium plate of uniform 1 mm thickness, with a shear wave speed of 3111 m/s. The aluminium plate is modelled as two straight sections, joined by a curved section that has a precisely defined radius of curvature. A series of curves were constructed, with angles ranging from 0°(a completely straight section) to 180°(the second section is parallel to the first), and radiuses of curvature from 0.5 mm to 3 mm. An example 135°curve is shown in Fig. 3 . Note that the angle of curvature is measured as the deviation from the flat plate case, and represents the angle the plate has been bent by, rather than the internal angle of the curve. A brief discussion of how the model was created is required to demonstrate how it will relate to a physical experiment.
The centre of the first straight section extends from ðx 0 ; 0Þ to ðx 0 ; y 0 Þ, where y 0 is the length of the straight section, 90 mm for these models. The section has a thickness, 2x 0 , which in this case is 1 mm (as can be seen in Fig. 3b) , so that for a given y value along the line, it extends from ð0; yÞ to ð2x 0 ; yÞ. Next, there is a curved section with radius of curvature r, following the path from ðx 0 ; y 0 Þ to ðx 1 ; y 1 Þ:
The angle varies in the range 0 6 h 6 h max , where h max is the final curve angle, making the curve a section of a circle. The arc has the same thickness as the straight section, meaning that the inner curve has a radius of curvature of r À x 0 and the outer curve has a radius of curvature of r þ x 0 . The second straight section, of length l, extends from ðx 1 ; y 1 Þ to ðx 2 ; y 2 Þ:
As with the other segments, this line has a thickness of 2x 0 (1 mm), with a length of 60 mm.
In order to measure the reflection, the emitter and receiver were located on the same side of the curve, considering the reflected signal rather than changes to the transmitted signal. The emitter, modelled as a 6 mm wavelength PPM EMAT, with 3 pairs of oppositely polarised magnets, is centred at ð2x 0 ; y 0 RÞ (on the inner part of the curved surface), where R ¼ 3=4. Elements in one direction are placed at ð2x 0 ; y 0 R À 6Þ to ð2x 0 ; y 0 R À 3Þ; ð2x 0 ; y 0 RÞ to ð2x 0 ; y 0 R þ 3Þ, and ð2x 0 ; y 0 R þ 6Þ to ð2x 0 ; y 0 R þ 9Þ, and in the other direction are placed at ð2x 0 ; y 0 R À 9Þ to ð2x 0 ; y 0 R À 6Þ, ð2x 0 ; y 0 R À 3Þ to ð2x 0 ; y 0 RÞ, and ð2x 0 ; y 0 R þ 3Þ to ð2x 0 ; y 0 R þ 6Þ, with units of millimetres. For the surface region over which they extend, the emitter elements apply a tangential impulse to the simulation nodes at the very surface of the sample. The form of this impulse is that of four cycles of a 518.5 kHz wave, with the force inverted for the opposite element directions. The receiver is placed at ð2x 0 ; y 0 R þ 9Þ, which is just after the end of the emitter.
The space between nodes in the square mesh used was 10 lm, such that at the dominant wavelength of 6 mm, there are 600 nodes per wavelength. It was confirmed that the simulations had converged by comparing the results to those obtained in a simulation with elements of double the size (20 lm, half the resolution).
The difference between the outputs was very small, certainly negligible relative to the absolute magnitude of the reflected wave. There is an issue with the implementation of these models, with regard to small radiuses of curvature and angles close to 180°. The curves are so tight that the two straight sides touch at the inner edge of the curve. For the models created, this is only a real issue for the 0.5 mm radius of curvature, and angles greater than 160°; in particular, the 0.5 mm radius of curvature is so small that the 180°model has both straight sides touching, and this means that data sets at those extremes are unreliable. 
Simulation results
The time domain signal recorded for the 0°case was subtracted from each subsequent time domain data set that was captured. This process removed any unwanted signals, such as remaining oscillations due to the impulse cutting off abruptly, or reflections off the back edge. The process is perfect, in that it completely removes the unwanted signals without changing the signal of interest (the reflection from the curved section) at all. Such an ideal removal is possible in a simulation due to the conditions leading to the unwanted signals being absolutely identical in each case (the back edge and transducer positions are exactly the same), due to the complete absence of conventional noise, and due to the simulation being totally linear, such that the presence of a wave in no way changes the propagation of any other wave. The reflected signals were extracted from the simulation data using simple time-gating; no frequency filtering was necessary as simulated data has no conventional noise source. Fig. 4 compares a signal reflected from an edge (Fig. 4a) , the case where there is no further medium into which to propagate, with the signals reflected from a 90°curve (Fig. 4b) . Note that the amplitudes have been normalised, so that the peak-to-peak amplitude of the edge reflection is unity. There is a clear signal reflected in each case, although for the large radius curvature cases, the signal becomes very small.
The reflected signals were compared by taking the peak-to-peak amplitudes for each simulation, Fig. 5 ; values are relative to an edge reflection with a peak-to-peak amplitude of unity. Unlike what might be expected from initially considering the problem, except for the 0.5 mm radius of curvature case, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the reflected amplitude does not simply continue to increase. Although not shown here, the transmitted signal peakto-peak amplitude shows similar behaviour to the reflected signal, but relative signal changes are very small compared to the absolute peak-to-peak amplitude of the transmitted signal itself.
There are spikes in the peak-to-peak amplitude at angles such as 45°(positive for the 2.0 mm case, negative for the 2.5 mm case) and 135°(another positive spike for the 2.0 mm case), and dips in the amplitude curve at angles such as 45°(for the 1.5 mm case) and 90°(for the 1.0 mm case). The exact reason for this is not currently known, but it is most likely due to the discrete and square nature of the simulation grid. At 90°, the second straight section forms a perfect horizontal line, and at 45°and 135°it forms a perfect diagonal, so that for each single change in vertical position there is a single change in horizontal position. At other angles, the second straight section must be approximated less precisely, and the variation of the quality of this approximation as the angle changes could lead to small errors at and close to these problem angles. This problem can be mitigated against by increasing the number of elements per wavelength in the simulation grid, but increasing this value beyond the current setting would lead to an unacceptable time to complete the simulation. The same issue occurred when checking the model for convergence at half the resolution, so it is unlikely that doubling the resolution again would resolve the issue completely, and hence seems of limited benefit.
Analytic approximation
A simple analytic model was created to consider the oscillation of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the reflected signal. This analytic model does not provide information on how much signal is reflected for a given radius, it simply assumes that a curve reflects a certain amount, and calculates what peak-to-peak amplitude is observed, if that amount is reflected.
The model starts with the approximation that each section of the curve reflects the same amount, and that the incoming signal is an infinite sine wave of angular frequency x, and speed c. The overall signal received is then a combination of all the contributions from each part of the curve, and the signal, S, is given by an integration over the entire curve. Consider a total curve length of D, and a given position on the curve (relative to the start) is given by d, which is related to the current radius, r, and angle of curvature, h, by d ¼ rh. A wave must travel to that point on the curve, and back again, making a more useful variable l ¼ 2d ¼ 2rh, and L ¼ 2D. Then, for the sinusoidal signal sinðxtÞ, the resultant signal, S, is (where M is a normalising factor):
The time domain signal recorded for the 0°case was subtracted from each subsequent time domain data set that was captured. The result is:
S ¼ fsinðxtÞ sinðxL=cÞ À cosðxtÞ½cosðxL=cÞ À 1gc=Mx ð6Þ
To get the normalising factor, M, consider an infinite speed signal, such that every part of the reflection arrives simultaneously, and the parts of the signal combine perfectly. The integration is then just:
The choice of normalising factor, based on this, is dependent on what S is intended to represent. The peak-to-peak amplitude is 2L=M (double the amplitude), and to make this unity, the normalising scale factor would be Mðr; hÞ ¼ 2L ¼ 4rh. This normalising factor scales linearly with the angle and the radius of curvature, and hence what it leads S to represent, is the signal that would be observed just due to the interference between the different parts of the reflected signal. The normalising factor would remove any increase in the reflected signal due to the angle of the bend increasing, hence a 0°bend (the flat plate case) would reflect the same total energy as the 180°bend case. For comparison against experimental and FEM simulated data, it is more reasonable to make the normalising factor scale only with radius of curvature (as the amount of energy reflected should increase as the angle of the bend increases), and therefore, it is set to M ¼ 4pr, the value of 2L for a bend at an angle of 180°(the maximum considered here). With this normalising factor, S represents the signal that would be observed due to the interference between the different parts of the reflected signal and the increase in the reflected signal as the angle of the bend increases, which is assumed in this model to be linear. The peak-to-peak amplitude, of Eq. (6), can be extracted numerically from the result already obtained. However, it is a simple matter to differentiate ðdSðtÞ=dtÞ to find the maximum point in time for a given travel distance, which is when the following condition is met for the wave phase:
Despite the relatively crude nature of the model, comparisons between this analytic approximation, Fig. 6 , and the FEM simulation, Fig. 5b , show reasonable agreement in terms of the general shape, and the positions where maxima and minima appear. The model does not account for less energy being available for reflection at each subsequent point on the curve, but if the total energy reflected is a very small fraction of the total signal energy (the waves interact weakly with the bend), the error due to neglecting that factor is small. It is also assumed that once the wave energy is reflected, it returns from the direction it came without further interaction; again, if the waves interact weakly with the bend, the error due to neglecting that factor is small. Another issue not accounted for is the different radiuses of curvature on the inner and outer edges of the FEM modelled curve, which will be 0.5 mm larger on the outer edge, and 0.5 mm smaller on the inner edge, due to the FEM simulated thickness of 1 mm. However, the agreement with the FEM model does appear to provide some physical insight into the underlying effect, which was the objective of the analytic approximation. A similar physical cause is most likely true for the transmitted case (not shown here); variations in peakto-peak amplitude are due to scattering events as the wave passes around the curved section.
Experimental measurements of SH guided wave propagation on curved sections
Tests were conducted using a 1 m square aluminium sheet, with a thickness of (0.83 ± 0.01) mm, measured at the edges using a micrometer, and a shear wave speed of 3060 m/s, measured in the same position that will be used for the propagation tests. In order to gather data for a range of angles, two 6 mm wavelength PPM SH-EMATs (a separate emitter and receiver), were fixed into position on a flat sample, a shallow bend was introduced, and a measurement of the reflected SH guided wave was taken. The EMATs were placed so that the emitter created a wave propagating directly towards the bend, and the polarisation of the wave was parallel to the line of the bend. The receiver was positioned directly in front of the emitter, and both were laterally in the centre of the plate, as shown in Fig. 7 . The curve, which extended 1 m perpendicularly from one edge to the opposite edge, was 700 mm from the parallel edge on the side the emitter and receiver were placed. The centre of the emitter was 330 mm from the start of the curve, and the centre of the receiver was 280 mm from the start of the curve. Keeping the EMATs in the same position, the measurement was repeated as the angle of the bend was increased. Changing the radius of curvature experimentally is significantly more difficult than for a FEM simulation, and hence was kept constant at approximately (1.19 ± 0.2) mm for the inner radius. Based on the measurement of the inner radius and the thickness, the radius of curvature at a point halfway between the inner and outer surfaces would be (1.61 ± 0.2) mm, which is the equivalent radius of curvature used for the comparisons with the FEM simulations and the analytic approximation. Angles ranged from 0°(a completely straight section) to 135°, and as for the FEM simulations, the angle of curvature is measured as the deviation from the flat plate case, Angle (degrees) Peak−to−peak amplitude (fraction) 0.5mm 1.0mm 1.5mm 2.0mm 2.5mm 3.0mm Fig. 6 . The peak-to-peak amplitudes of the reflected signals from the analytic model. The amplitudes are not directly comparable to those in Fig. 5b , as the FEM simulation amplitudes are relative to a reflection from an edge, whereas the analytic model amplitudes are simply a fraction of the peak-to-peak amplitude that would be observed for a zero-delay 180°case.
and represents the angle the plate has been bent by, rather than the internal angle of the curve.
During the experiments, it was important that the reflected wave did not suffer interference from other waves. The other waves include the direct wave from the emitter to the receiver, and waves reflected off the sample edges, for both SH0 and SH1 modes, as well as any Rayleigh-Lamb waves generated. The generation frequency that produced the largest peak-to-peak amplitude SH0 wave, received directly from the emitter, was 500 kHz, and a four cycle tone burst was used for the experiments, with a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The received signal was passed through an analogue band-pass filter with cut-off frequencies of 200 kHz and 2.5 MHz, recorded at a sampling frequency of 250 MHz, and then 256 captures were averaged to produce the final stored result. After digitisation, the received signals were band-pass filtered in the range 300-700 kHz, using a basic brick-wall filter, and the reflections extracted using simple time-gating. A comparison between the waves reflected from an edge and from the 90°curve can be seen in Fig. 8 . Fig. 9 shows that there is a reflected signal showing very good agreement between the experimental data and the analytic approximation, and a reasonable agreement between the FEM simulated data and the analytic approximation. The FEM simulation and analytic approximation were set up with the same parameters as the experiment for this comparison; thickness of 0.83 mm, a shear wave speed of 3060 m/s, and a radius of curvature at a point halfway between the inner and outer surfaces of 1.61 mm. The FEM simulation and analytic approximation data was taken at the same curve angles as measured in the experiment. The good agreement between the experiment and analytic model suggests that the analytic approximation is a reasonable representation of the actual reflection process from the curve. It also suggests that any deviation due to the cold working of the material (which neither the FEM simulation nor the analytic model account for) is not significant in this case. Although the FEM simulation data agrees reasonably with the analytic approximation, the reason why it agrees less well than the experiment is not currently known. It is also interesting that the FEM simulation predicts a peak-to-peak amplitude that is approximately 35% higher than was observed experimentally, but that could be due to the use of a point receiver in the FEM simulation, whereas the experiment had to use another PPM EMAT. If the analytic approximation can be taken as a reasonable representation, then it can be used to assess what the total reflected signal would be if the waves combined perfectly (no destructive interference). To achieve this, the normalising factor is set to Mðr; hÞ ¼ 2L ¼ 4rh, such that it scales with the angle of the bend, and this change is shown in Fig. 10a for the analytic approximation originally shown in Fig. 9 . The analytic approximation now represents the change in peak-to-peak amplitude due only to the interference between the different reflected parts of the wave. The peak-to-peak amplitude that would be observed for the experimental case of a bend being increased from 0°to 90°, if all the waves combined coherently, rises approximately linearly from 0% to 2% of the peak-to-peak amplitude of an edge reflection, as shown in Fig. 10b , obtained simply by dividing the experimental data of Fig. 9a by the analytic approximation of 10a. This gives a measure of the total energy that is actually reflected, rather than what is observed. After traversing five 90°curves with a radius of curvature of 1.61 mm, the transmitted peak-to-peak amplitude would be expected to be 90% of its original value.
Conclusions
SH guided waves can easily propagate around curved sections of a sample with minimal reflection, and hence could potentially be used to detect defects over relatively long distances, despite the presence of bends and other obstructions. There is a clear relationship between the angle of the bend and the reflected signal, and the agreement between the experimental results and the analytic model suggest that the overall reflection observed is a linear superposition of the reflections from each segment of the curve. Consequently, sharp turns lead to a larger peak-to-peak amplitude due (in part) to greater phase coherence, but the total reflection is still very small. The slow dissipation of the SH guided waves is something that should be accounted for within other applications. More generally, it is likely that a similar relationship would be observed for other guided waves being reflected at a curved surface, but this has not been verified. Angle (degrees) Peak−to−peak amplitude (relative) (a) (b) Fig. 10 . Using a normalising factor Mðr; hÞ ¼ 2L, the analytic approximation to the reflected peak-to-peak amplitudes (a), can be used to scale the experimental data from Fig. 9a to compensate for the different parts of the reflection appearing at different times (b). In this case, the normalising factor means that the analytic approximation shows how the peak-to-peak amplitude changes just due to phase interference (a), whereas in Fig. 9a , the analytic approximation also factored in the increase in reflection due to a bend existing over a greater angle. The result of compensating for the phase interference shows that the increase in the reflected signal as the bend increases is approximately linear (b).
